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                                                                             **** C L I C K **** 
This story aimed at  
        For those new here 
     – and those who may not have known/remember all the goings-on…. 
The material used in this talk comes from my collection  of Catisfield ‘stuff’. 

Doubtless the Fareham Council Planning dept has/had lots of paperwork about the site  

     proposals,   objections, enforcement orders, appeals  and so on….. 

 

Is amost a hisrory of the Cva.    Could have titled “Catisfield Sex and Crimes and Grime” 
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Really this is the story of THE LIMES ESTATE - The land owned by the Limes stretched to Highlands Road and beyond. 
Halfway down Catisfield Road. 
 
That east of Highlands Road became housing, as did a strip on the edge bordering Highlands and Catisfield Lane. Mostly 
post-war.   
 
Stapleton-Bretherton lived in Heathfield Manor (Oast&Squire). The lands north of the Avenue (Heathfield Farm) were 
acquired by Maurice Berney, who developed all the bungalows up to Blackbrook Road and above.   -- he will crop up 
again. 
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Henry a farmer and horse/cattle dealer 
                               **** C L I C K **** 
Samuel a farmer (Catisfield and elsewhere).   Well connected – daughter’s wedding conducted by the Rev The Earl Of 
Devon….. 
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 Sale With 9 acres.  advert says Six bedrooms.   Dickie’s promotional news article says 12….. 
 
So possibly his claim of  2,500 members may be an exaggeration….   Made in the large article in  the Portsmouth News  
(image hung in The Limes) 
 
Country Club notorious for skirting the law on eg closing times.   
 
 **** C L I C K **** 
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1958  where 20 police arrested  63 people at 10PM for illegal gaming. 
 
Strangely those arrested did not include local politicians, bigwigs and police officers who were said to be members. 
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(very) QUICK run through Main features and buildings:   ….  Most of these worth a talk by themselves 
 
  Use laser pen to point out:     The Limes 
 
Incidentally looking at the deeds of the houses bordering Catisfield Lane and Highlands Road the name of Maurice 
Berney appears. And as a further  coincidence he too had a son killed in WW2 – name on the Memorial Tablet of this 
hall. 
He had a big hand in the growth of Catisfield. 
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Bottom:  from road 
 
Top:  rear and side (where main entrance used to be) 
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opened 1957, Discount Wine started 1958, Jewellery Store set up inside,  proper  butchers counter etc.  
Top picture shows  no hotel behind 
 
                                                                                ***CLICK *** 
 
Bottom picture shows it in its prime.   Open 7 till late 
 
 closes 1990, then divided for various businesses 
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Robbery made The Times  
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announced 1971 as The Solent City Motel, opened 1973 as the Catisfield Wine Lodge and Motel, with Les Routiers 
restaurant for the business traveller. 
Became ‘The Hinton Friendly Hotel’ 
Then just the Hinton 
Housed asylum seekers for a while 
Ended as a DHSS and homeless  Hostel 
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Hinton blamed for rising crime in Catisfield 
 
Police said crime had risen every year since 1987 
 
They  had 125 callouts to the Hinton in period 1987-2002 
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opened 1891,  
The Church, after de-consecration, was bought by Dickie  1963 
became the 106 Club  
closed 1979,  
demolished 1992 
 
Showing wall, and bus shelter.  Not exactly the appearance of an inviting night club.. 
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Lay empty for years after closure 
Showing  no wall, and newer  bus shelter 
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Daphne started running the Superstore when only 14.  It grew, and very successfully 
added discount wine/booze sales. And jewellery. 
           Wine Stores made Catisfield known throughout Hampshire 
          So popular that a new building was built for this.  
           Daphne also bred and raced horses.  Including “Catisfield Flyer”.  But no big 
winners.  
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But almost tidy… 
 
With parking bollards 
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Google Earth images 
 
 The Limes bottom left.  With Petanque terrains. 
 
Memorial Hall drive dwarfed by very large firs 
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You can already see the, err, site tendency to  untidiness 
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I am sure the Council files were many feet thick 
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Anyway , back to earlier years  --  1981 
 
 
** CLICK  for more *** 
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So all the Paddocks might have been tarmacked over, possibly with floodlighting 24 hrs day…… 
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Example Plan ---    floated to get support. 
 
No detailed, specific maps until any actual Planning Application (which didn't happen often) 
 
What would actually get built likely to differ considerably…. 
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Interesting to compare the garden sizes proposed with those of the houses/bungalows already existing. 
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Even the proposers are stating that the site is unattractive… 
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I simplify the arguments !! 
 
************** CLICK  ***************    for rest 
 
The Membership made the Chairman and Committee   walk the palnk! 
 
My feeling was we might well see the paddocks built over and the pledges for the rest ignored – left more or les as is 
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Daphne and Richard needed income,  as  hotel and stores revenue slowed. 
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Cracked by sending an undercover WPC to apply for a job as a ‘masseuse’ 
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In the nature of things, with questionnaire written by proposers – so results bound to lean their way…. 
 
And results subsequently presented in mis-leading way….. 
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Less dense.  Small commercial area. 
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Limes to be given own access, directly onto Fishers  Hill 
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Feb 2014                
 
The closure of the Limes was actually delayed by some months because someone (allegedly….) saw bats emerging from 
the roof.  This necessitated a ‘bat survey’. 
Pub regulars will give a nod and wink when relating this…… 
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So the Countryside stays 
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